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The Early History of Man's Activities
in the Quernmore Area.

Phil Hudson

Introduction
This paper hopes to provide a chronological outline of the events which were important in creating
the landscape changes in the Quernmore forest area.

There was movement into the area by prehistoric man and some further incursions in the Anglo-
Saxon and the Norse periods leading to Saxon estates and settled agricultural villages by the time of
the Norman Conquest. These villages and estates were taken over by the Normans, and were held
of the King, as recorded in Domesday. The Post-Nonnan conquest new lessees made some

dramatic changes and later emparked, assarted and enclosed several areas of the forest. This
resulted in small estates, farms and vaccaries being founded over the next four hundred years until
these enclosed areas were sold off by the Crown putting them into private hands. Finally there was
total enclosure of the remaining commons by the 1817 Award.

The area around Lancaster and Quernmore appears to have been occupied by man for several

thousand years, and there is evidence in the forest landscape of prehistoric and Romano-British
occupation sites. These can be seen as relict features and have been mapped as part of my on-going
study of the area. (see Maps 1 & 2). Some of this field evidence can be supported by archaeological
excavation work, recorded sites and artif.act finds.

For prehistoric occupation in the district random finds include: mesolithic flints,l polished stone itxe
heads at Heysham;'worked flints at Galgate (SD 4827 5526), Catshaw and Haythomthwaite; stone

axe and hammer heads found in Quernmore during the construction of the Thirlmere pipeline
c1890;3 a Neolithic bowl, Mortlake type, found in Lancaster,o a Bronze Age boat burial,s at SD
5423 5735: similar date fragments of cinerary urn on Lancaster Moor,6 and several others
discovered in Lancaster during building works c1840-1900.7

Several Romano-British sites have been mapped along with finds of rotary quems from the same
period and associated artifacts. The area was exploited economically by the Romans and some of
the Roman-period tile and pottery kiln sites have been mapped and excavated and are well
documented.8

There was probably some occupation of the area during the Dark Ages. However, there is no
definite proof of settlement at this time, though some of the mapped unclassified relict landscape
features may date from this period. In north west Lancashire any Dark Age occupation appears to
have carried on through into the Anglo-Norse period, one for which in Quernmore there is no
documentary evidence, only unreliable weak relict landscape features and some dated but not site-
specific artif act f inds.

However, several upland farm sites could have been of Norse foundation, or possibly used as

sheiling sites. Such sites were then occupied right through into the medieval period and might have
formed the nucleus of some upland hamlets, aqd the later vaccary and demesne farms. The
evidence for this was discussed in an earlier papete
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Map One: Enclosures and relictfeatures in North Quernmore

The name Quernmore with its pure OE elements cweorn (quern)azlor (moor) does not appear until
the early thirteenth century, in a 1225/8 Metes document.'" Other place-name evidence suggests
pre-Conquest foundation for some of the surrounding vills and farms. Many have Anglo*Saxon or
Norse name elements, viz: Old English -run (Caton & Halton), -ham (Cockerham & Bowerham),
Old Norse -by (Homby) and some farm sites as in -thwaite (Haythornthwaite), Caz (Red Car),
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some sites have elements derived from both OE, -lang, ON +hwaite, as at Langthwaite. There are

also some survivals of Old Norse "sheiling" sites with name elements -erg now contracted and

decayed to <r as in Ortner,ll Winder and Salter.lz Utd as in Uldale, is possibly the comrption
Ul[d] or Whulld]thwait (otd lands) at the west end of Littledale, and perhaps signifies some old
lands or enclosed area. Shaw suggests that Ortner, which was a named vaccary in the early
thirteenth century, was an airghe or sheilingl3 belonging to the vill of Overton, a Norse settlement

in the Lune estuary.to For further works which discuss these place name_ elements and distribution
in the landscape oi ttt. North West, see Ekwall (1922),1s Smith (1956),16 Felows-Jensen (1978),17

Highamr8 and Whyte (1985).1e

The history in the period before the Norman Conquest is vague, as there was never a named vill or
manor of Quemmo.e,'o but "The Domesday Book" recorded the lands here as dependant vills of
Halton, in the hands of Earl Tostig.2l Cunliffe-Shaw disagrees with this; he interprets the lands to

have been held in 1065 by Gemot of York, as Tostig had been proclaimed an outlaw in 1065. By
1086 the area was held by the king, after it had been held by Count Roger of Poitou and then
confiscated on account of his misdeeds.z' Ho*euer, Count Roger appears to have been reinstated in
these lands later in the century. Unfortunately, the Domesday record offers no further help as it
contains no reference to either the name Quemmore or to woodlands or forests north of the

Ribble.23

Prior to the Norman Conquest by William I in 1066, the area of Quemmore and its environs was

thought to have been a hunting ground and^horse rearing-farm of the Saxon Earls, recorded in the
mid-eleventh century as held by Tostig,2a though at the same time being occupied by the

surrounding vills within a lordship or estate system, for grazing and other primary economic

activities.2s

In 1090 the Quemmore lands were held by Count Roger of Poitou who appeared, for a while, to
have rigorously enforced the Norman forest laws and extended the Quemmore 'regard' as a hunting
tenitory. The evidence for this can be seen in what little is known about one vill, called "Hotoun"26
or "Hoion" ,27 recorded in The Domesday Book28 as part of the Manor of Halton. This vill was

situated in the north of the Quemmore Forest area and was thrown into the assize of the forest.

The general view of the medieval Royal Forests in England as areas where the forest assize laws
*"ru1tri"tly enforced with regard to vert and venison, appears to be incorrect2e when examining
the activities of the forest ministers and the local population within the Quernmore Forest area,

parricularly in the post-Henrican period (c1154-89). The description of a Royal Forest area, of
which Quernmore was one of the earliest examples, as tracts of land set aside as a royal preserve,

used only as royal hunting grounds for sport of the king and his courtiers; areas that were wild,
wooded and unpopulated wastes, does not appear to stand up in the light of the documentary and

landscape evidence.3o

Examination of early land grants, rights and privileges, support the premiss that there was

continuous occupation, enclosure and primary economic activity being carried on in the Quemmore
Forest area, principally around the demesne lands and near the parks, from the eleventh century
onwards. This was in spite of the forest regard with ill imposed fines and penalties which appeared

to become regulated as common practice at this date." For example: in the Charter of Sees, L094,
William II granted adjoining-lands in Bulk and rights of underwood in the Quernmore Forest area to
St. Mary's Priory, Lancaster.3z

In 1102 Count Roger lost favour with Henry I, so the lands he held reverted back to the crown.
Some of this land in the north of the Quemmore forest area was already emparked or assarted when
it became part of the estates of John, in 1190, whilst he was still Count of Mortain. Originally the
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forest area was thought to have included parts of Bowerham, Bulk, Burrow, Caton, Ellel, Halton,
Lancaster, Newton, Roebumdale, and Scotforth, but it contracted after the L225-8 perambulations
when the whole of the North West forest area was disafforested, as per Magna Carta, with the
exception of Quernmore and Bleasdale.33 Only these last two areas were to remain subject to forest
law," while the adjoining areas of Roeburndale and Wyresdale became chases.

Later, in 1236, by royal gift, the lands passed to the Earls of the Honor of Lancaster. The Earl
controlled the forest through his Master Forester appointed to administer and exploit the area. The
holder of this post appears, in the first instance, to have been hereditary. It was in the hands of the
Gernets until the late thirteenth century, but after this date the post was often held by the sheriff, or
sub-let to Crown Lessees and local magnates, who also leased (farmed) the land out to others.

The Forest Ministerium.
How the management of the parks and demesne lands and the forest ministerium in Quemmore
Forest was structured at this time is not known for certain, but it_does not appear to have been as
complex or extended as the systems seen in other parts of England.35

The work of Taylor36 and Nicholls3T in the Needwood forest (land also in the hands of the Earls of
Lancaster) both found a complex but well-defined and hierarchical structure of forest administration
and management. Taylor showed that the administration of Needwood in the fifteenth century
differed from that of the Forest of Dean in the thirteenth century and that Needwood had changed
again by the seventeenth century. Nicholls researched the same area in Needwood, and also found
there was an hierarchical relationship, which covered the five wards within the forest system,
between the ^Crown, the Duchy, the holders of the Lordship, the Courts and the Master Forester and
his minions.38 In both examples the systems appear to ch"nge over time and to accommodate the
local situation.

Bowes'3e work in Weardale, which was not a landscape study but one researching settlement and
enclosure, examined a much larger area than Quemmore involving the processes of change from a
true hunting forest to a large estate. Bowes' research and interpretation showed that the crown
lessees were the Bishops of Durham, who employed a non-resident Master Forester, initially to
preserve the game and deer as a hunting territory. But by the early thirteenth century the Master
Forester's post was one which was more concerned with encouraging economic exploitation and
settlement of the area. Throughout the medieval period the Master Forester of Weardale employed
two sub-foresters and two parkers, with their minions, using the Swanimote or Foster Court to
impose the Bishops' power and the Foresters' judiciary. These courts and positions were still
maintained even when the need to preserve the deer had lapsed and priorities changed into those for
income from managed parks, farms, settlements, mineral mining etc.

A similar situation on exploitation of resources by the Master Forester, Crown Lessees and the local
magnates appears to have occurred in the Quernmore area. The economic and landscape history of
the forest has also to be interpreted and understood through the actions of all members of the local
communities whether they are part of the forest ministerium, major landholders, freeholders or just
local villagers.
From the earliest records there are continuing references to income from primary industry, e.g. from
the forest pastures, the woodlands which produced timber and charcoal, the quarries and mines
which produced local building stone, slates and millstones. Also there were the iron mines and the
bloomeries and forges which wrought the iron ore into a usable product, and the corn and fulling
mills which were operated by the water povier from the becks and rivers.
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Map Two: Relictfeatures in Soath Quentmore

The Forest Ministerium in Quernmore before cL280 was apparently a hierarchical hereditary
administration system linked to privilege and land holding through the Gemet family. However, the
day-to-day management of the Forest in the medieval period seems vague, being less structured and
complex than the systems of Justices, Wards, Bailiwicks and Feoffs etc., used in other Royal Forest
areas. There were Stewards, Master Foresters, Foresters, Verderers, Agisters, Regarders, Rangers,
Bowbearers, Woodwards, Parkers, Keepers and many other posts so created, in other forest areas in
England, each with some bearing on the way the forests were mn and exploited.

Because of its historical importance to landscape study and its influence on the local economy,
some attempt has been made to interpret the Quernmore Forest Ministerium, mainly in the early
period through the Gemet family and their heirs, and later on through various references to
independent appointments. The Gernets were hereditary Master Foresters in fee in the Forest of
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Lancaster from c1097 untll c1262, without much interference, and carried on in the post but under
more control by the Earl, until 1280, paying between 112 and S20 per year for the farm. But they
were still under the Justicar north of the Trent and subject to proceedings and inquiry of the Eyre
Courts. The Gernets must have employed sub-foresters, agisters, parkers, verderers, regarders,
woodwards and keepers etc to manage Quemmore, with most of these posts being given to men of
some standing; e.g. shire knight at the top of the system and freeholders at the bottom. The menial
tasks of hedging, ditching, fencing and walling would have been carried out by local hired hands.

In the late thirteenth century, after the Earls of Lancaster abolished the hereditary nature of the
Master Forester, the post was still held by a local or regional magnate. The immediate successor to
the Gernets was Dacre of Gilsland, a close relative of theirs. It was a Dacre who is presumed to
have moved the forest administration from Halton (or perhaps the Park Hall) to Lancaster Castle.

The records do not provide a clear answer to the structure of forest administration in Quernmore,
but the following posts have been identified, listed in hierarchical order: King's Forester, Master
Forester, Chief Forester, Forester at Fee, Parker, Park Keeper, Keeper and Hedge Looker and hired
day labourers. It appears that Quemmore and Wyresdale Forest were administered as one
Bailiwickat from the beginning of the fourteenth century and that the ministerium hierarchy
comprised; the King's Justicar North of the Trent, the Master Forester (or Forester of Fee), a
Principal Forester, two Verderers, a Keeper or Warden, a Parker, and under foresters who held
various minor posts. They were responsible for the day-to-day running and management of the
forest areas, possibly including the Earl's parks, and were also empowered to police the regard.a2

Initially regard (persons who broke the Royal Forest codes) offenders were dealt with at the
Sheriff's Court at Lancaster Castle, by the Keeper or Parker, usually presented by the Verderers and
mainpemed to appear at the next Eyre.a3 The Keeper in Qulrnmore received the regard
amerciaments, fruits and farm fees, fines for trespass etc., and had to record these by presentation of
accounts. It is from the survivals of these invaluable records that it has been possible to formulate a
picture of the economic activity for the period.

However, the system had been modified over the yeary. to arrive at a very reduced and locally
dominated one as the eighteenth-century records show.a At this date there was a panel of two
foresters, jurors, a constable, assessors and fire or fore lookers, all local freemen, and the town of
Lancaster employed a commons keeper and swineherd. There was always an appointed Master
Forester, the last holder of this post being a Tyldesley of Myerscough in the early nineteenth
century.

The Process of Enclosure.
In the late twelfth century, c.1794, when Count John held all the lands north of the sands, he granted
for the sum of 95004s right of common, access and freedom from forest regarda6 in Quernmore
Forest outside the Royal Demesne Lands, to the men of Lonsdale and the Burgesses and Freemen of
Lancaster.at This practice was not unusual and there are many other examplei where large sums of
money were paid for quittance of the regard, for example in Devon and Comwall.as It has to be
assumed, from the way this grant was worded, that John had maintained the original park and,
possibly, the Master Forester had enclosed other land in the area, as demesne. It is also known that
Count John granted pastures and other lands, which were soon enclosed, in both Quernmore and
Littledale.ae In addition John founded priories and granted lands and important privileges to
monastic houses in the area.5o These grants and rights were to have a lasting effect on ti 

" 
landscape

of Quernmore, as they were instrumental in further enclosure and exploiting forest land.
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Atkinsl takes this point further and is of the opinion that John permitted extensive development in
order to raise money to further his political ambitions. One easy way to obtain this was by
accepting large sums of cash for respite of the forest regard. This could also have been a reason

why pressure for development was put on certain areas near growing population sites like
Lancaster, Caton and Halton Manor, the latter still being at this time the main seat of both forest and

civil administration. These practices apparently affected the Quemmore Forest area more than

lands further east and south in Wyresdale and Bleasdale where, according to both Atkins2 and

Shaw,s3 there was less evidence of forest encroachment.

In c1200 Theobald Walter, and after him the Earl of Lancaster, held a stud farm in north Quernmore
thought to have been a pre-Conquest survival.sa An Equicarus was appointed who lived outside the

Park and one "Stodherd" was recorded in Caton Vill in the early thirteenth century.ss There is a
field name survival, "Horse Close"s6 situated in the north-east comer of the later medieval park at

SD 523 637. This could be evidence of a multiple estatest as Walter and later the Earls of Lancaster

were thought to have operated a Quernmore stud in conjunction with another at their lands in
Ightenhill near Bumley.5u

Apart from the parks in north Quemmore there were two other pre-thirteenth-century enclosed areas

of land, the vactaries at Rooten Brookse and Hare Apple Tree.60 These were just two in a system of
large enclosures which were part of planned land development taking place in the northem forests.

They were possibly part of earlier vaccary farms which were established from shielings, perhaps

iflejally, as parts of the forest lands were encroached upon.6t These farms were later accounted for
in the returns62 so it would appear that by that date they were accepted, fined as a "farm fee" rent

and regularised,63 becoming permanent features in the landscape.6o

There were, in Quernmore, several other phases of early enclosures, outside the parks. Even though

there are no maps and few accurate descriptions of their bounds, many new grants of land appear in
the historical records. These new enclosures were in the hands of the monastic establishments of
Cockersands, Lancaster Priory, St Leonardsgate Hospital and the Dominican Friary. Outside the

parks, the other main thirteenth-century enclosures were on the west and east sides of north

Quernmore, and these were given to the nearby abbeys and priories by royal gift or grant, or by the

freemen of the area.

The Lancaster Priory held local land by gift, from William II, by the Charter of Sees, LO94.6s

Several Priors of St. Mary's, Lancaster are recorded having enclosed various pieces of land in part

of their local estates66 and paying fines at the Forest Eyre Courts for offences in Quernmore. These

religious houses were also involved in various land and boundary disputes over the years. In the

thirteenth century the Priory of Lancaster also had several land grants in the areas of Caton, Halton

and Ellel.

Most of the grants given to the Priory of St. Mary's Lancaster were in Bulk Township which abuts

the Old and New Quernmore Parks adjoining Denny Beck, and were on the fringes of the then

Quernmore Forest in what could have been areas taken out, or taken over, by various means before

the Quernmore Forest bounds were fixed by the perambulations of 122518. The priory also held a

few scattered woodlands further to the east, presumably in Quernmore.

Some of the Cockersands Abbey lands given in Caton between 1230 and 1280 could have been land

which was once within the "Old Quernmore Bounds", or part of the old lands of Hoton Township.
One example is the mention of a man from Hoton, giving lands in cL268.67 Hoton was the

dispossessed vill thrown into the forest in the twelfth century. Almost half of these gifts were

parcels of tand to the west of present-day Artle Beck and east of Eskew Beck; small areas given in
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various enclosed or open fields by various people. Examination of the personal names involved
show most of the benefactors to be the same names as those found in connection with the forest
ministerium. Most were not Caton villagers, the Gemet family and their relatives being the main
benefactors. This could mean that these are lands that were possibly appropriated from the

Quemmore Forest extents before the L225 perambulations provisionally set not only the Quemmore
Forest bounds, but also those of Caton vill.o8
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Another change which affected the landscape of the area was the establishment of the peripheral
small-holdings and farms. The foundation of these is undated but it is possible that they were being
created right through the period of this study as tenurial conditions changed or cunent demands

were met by enclosing these new parcels of land.

One major area, outside the medieval parks, which was enclosed in the fifteenth century b1a32)
was Hollinghead. The 300 new acres of this extended estate (part of Gresgarth) effectively closed
off a large section of the common in the north east of the forest. This act put into private hands, i.e.,
the Curwen family, an enclosed area which became perrnanent and changed the appearance of this
part of the forest as it was fenced and walled.u' This private but illegal act of enclosure which was

sustained, even supported by the Crown and Duchy administrators, may have started a trend. Later
in this century the Duchy officers also began to try to enclose large areas in the south west of the

Quernmore common.70 At first they met resistance from the Lancaster men, freeholders and others

who held pasture and other rights in the forest, and the enclosures were taken down again. Later,
almost at the end of this century, another enclosure attempt was successfulTl and this eventually, it
is thought, led to the formation of the copyhold lands which became fully recognised and permanent

holdings by 1577.''

The Quernmore Parks and Estate.
The early history of the northern half of the Quernmore area was dominated by the development of
the Parks, their ministerium, Park Hall, the early assarts which possibly include Old Parkside Farm,
the Priory and other monastic land and the enclosures of Escewbeck, Gresgarth and Hollinhead.

Though both FarrerT3 and Cunliffe-ShawTo postulate that the north of Quernmore did have a relict
pre-Conquest park, possibly connected to a "Horse Farm" of the Saxon Earls, there is little evidence
of it in the landscape; but there is a ring fenced drumlin-knoll like field in the north west of
Quernmore at SD 655 640. There is only one place name survival, "Horse Close" shown on a 1760

estate map, to which neither of the latter two works refer. If there was a large enclosure used as a

horse farm prior to the Conquest it would have been situated in the north bordering the River Lune,
to the west of Caton vill, around the related place name.tt This is an area that was subjected to
major post-Conquest landscape changes and later became the core of the Quernmore Park Estate

after it had all been enclosed. At the beginning of the fourteenth century there were two enclosed
parks, the old and the new, and two associated enclosures named Scarthwaite, bne near the River
Lune around SD 510 646 and the other in the middle of the forest, now called Nan Lodge located at

SD 516 593. All were within the demesne lands of the Earl of Lancaster, but also within the forest
regard, as were the surrounding lands and commons. So all these lands were, in theory, subject to
the forest ministerium with respect to vert and venison.

The recorded history of the Quernmore Parks and Demesne is as follows: the old vill of Hoton is
recorded pre-1066 as having been held by Tostig, then by the King at Domesday as the land which
later formed the northern part of the Forest of Quernmore and the Old Park of the same. In 1071

the land was held and afforested by Roger de PoitouT6 and possibly parked in places. In 1_102 the
honour and land had been forfeited by Count Roger and reverted into the hands of Henry I." After
this date Henry I created the new fief of Lancaster and the estate passed to his nephew Stephen

around 1124. Later for a while the lands were part of the fief of Ranulph Gemons, Earl of Chester.
They were then possibly held by King David of Scotland and remained in the hands of the Scottish
Crown until 1157 but retumed to the English when Cumberland was surrendered to Henry I. Henry
II gave them over to William, Count_of Warrenne'o and Mortain until William's death in 1159,

when they again reverted to the crown.tn
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It is through this route that the lands of Quernmore Forest were to pass to Count John of Mortain,
given by his brother Richard I in 1189. In spite of the problems between them the Honour still
remained in Count John's hands until he ascended the throne in 1199. Count John must have
maintained the original park and his Master Forester, one of the Gernets, had possibly enclosed
other land in the area. On John's death in 12'1,6, by the King's gift, the lands and Honour passed to
the de Lancasters, Barons of Kendal, who with their relatives the Gernets, were Sheriffs and Master
Foresters of Lancaster until the Earldom was created. In the early thirteenth century the de
Lancasters are believed to have had a stud farm in north Quernmore and to have appointed an
Equicarus who lived outside the Park in Caton Vi11.80

Edmund Crouchback, created 1st Earl of Lancaster in 7266, was given the Honour in L267 and
appeaF- to have taken a firm grip on the management of these estates, and the adjoining forest
lands.sl He abolished the hereditary post of Master Forester in Quernmore, depriving the 

-Gernets

of this position and put it out to farm. In the mid-thirteenth century the Forest Regard lands were
also more strictly controlled by the appointment of a Chief Justice; firstly Roger of Leyburn and
then De Neville of Hornby to whom the fief and farm fee holders were accountable.

In L278 Earl Edmund expanded the Quemmore Parks by license and Letters Patent,82 which he held
in gift from his father Henry III and the Forest Franchise from his brother Edward I. It is presumed,
from the primary and field evidence, that it was this work carried out by Earl Edmund which
established the extent of the Quemmore Park enclosures and the general pattern of land use until the
end of the century.

Edmund was succeeded by Thomas who was executed for treason in 1322. Thomas's successor, the
3rd Earl Henry,83 extended the enclosure in the north west in c1340.8a This was possibly the last
forest encroachment in the north of Quemmore, and the final extent of the Quernmore Parks until
additions were made in the sixteenth century.

Earl Henry became the lst Duke of Lancaster and the Quemmore Parks and Estate remained in
Duchy Lands until sold when Quernmore Park and Park Hall (now Old Hall Farm) were sold by the
crown to Roger Downes of Wardley and others in 1630,8s who was possibly responsible for re-
fencing^parts of the medieval deer parks.86 l.pter, cL675, these estates passed to Sir Thomas
PrestonsT of Furness Manor,88 then by marriagese to Hugh, Lord Clifford of Chudleigh,e0 and later
were occupied by Hon. Edward, younger son of the third lord, and his brother Hugh, heir to the title
in 1730. It was at this time that the Cliffords exploited their lands by leasing out quarries and coal
mines. The estate remained as Clifford land until '1,792 when the estate was sold to Charles Gibson
of Preston.el

Charles Gibson, the elder, of Preston,ez had the New Park Hall and the north and south park gates
with lodges built by Harrison of Lancaster in 1,794 and had the area landscaped by a Mr Webb.e3
He spent a large amount of money and made many improvements and alterations to the estate,ea
includjys the building of the new model farmses and installing water-powered machinery at the Hall
Farm.e6 This water power had an output of about 6 h.p. *d r"n the threshing mill and other farm
machinery. Unfortunately the mill was demolished in the late nineteenth century and the site now
has two cottages called West Mansions built on it.

Gibson also stopped most of the ancient rights of way across the estate and re-routed the road to
Caton on to its present line. He reorganised the land imposing a new field system to make six new
and extended farms of between 40 and 100 acres, for letting at f3 per acre. He enclosed the new
fields by planting hawthorn quicks on banks 2.5 x 3ft broad, with ditches 2.5ft deep each side.eT
The new farms Gibson built were New Parkside, East New Farm (now Lythe Brow), and the New
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Hall or Home Farm. He also improved the holdings of Hill Farm (or Green Lane End, now Askew
Hill), Corney Hill and Days Barn (Called Drays Bam in 1669 but then called Colliers' Gate), which
he achieved by sweeping away many of the old fields and smallholdings.

Gibson re-built or repaired much of the surviving ancient park boundary wall and fence where it
fitted into his new scheme, but removed several stretches where it had become redundant.
Fortunately traces of these foundations can still be seen and have been mapped. Some smaller
parcels of land were purchased and added to the estate, and the acreage was also extended by the
apportionment given on the Quemmore Enclosure Award of 1817, when the estate consisted of
1,908 statute acres of enclosed farmland, gardens, orchards, parkland, open sporting water,
woodland and roads. Evidence of these changes can still be found today, seen as relict features in
this palimpsest landscape.

Charles Gibson, the elder, died on sixteenth July 1823,e8 leaving a widow. His son Charles
inheritedtheestatebuthe died}gthJuly 1832, aged42 years.nn Theentireestatewasputupfor
auction in L842100 but not sold. It was then sold privately to William Garnett of Salford, with the
sitting tenants on existing leases, and Lady Dallas, Charles Gibson the elder's widow, remaining in
residence at the Hall until lst. April 1843.

The Gamett family also improved the estate and added to the land, buying farms in south

Quernmore which had no previous connection with the estate.tot After the First World War the
family began to sell parts of the estate off to pay death duties, etc. One of the new holdings built by
the Garnetts on a triangular shaped section of land which was added to Quernmore Park in the
enclosure award is Knotts Farm. The Gamett family also built new farmhouses at Old Parkside,
Comey Hill and the row of estate cottages near Postem Gate. The Gametts were also responsible
for the further landscaping of the Hall and park grounds as seen in the building of some internal
estate roads, the Knotts Tower Folly and the Fairy Steps. There is no surviving evidence that either
the Gibsons or Gametts exploited the primary resources to any extent, other than for use on new
estate buildings or maintenance.

So through a period of over 1000 years the Quemmore area has been completely transformed in
both its landscape layout and its ownership pattern, from being open forest and waste to total
enclosure under the Parliamentary award.
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